
Weekly Results Update: Advised Strategies (links in Key have been updated)  

Summary 

Weekly TOTAL (advised strategies) (all Jumps now):  

• Backing all strategy quals every time they hit a strategy: 8/67,23p, -16.5  
• Backing all strategy quals just once, regardless of how many strategies they hit: 6/48, -5.5  

NOTES: 1/8, -4 

** 

Thoughts 

• I should probably record a 'short' video on results to date, some losing runs, and where the 
advised strategies are at. Maybe come the end of November. That will be the half-way point 
roughly, for many of the new trialists that jumped aboard.  

• I will touch on 'losers', and losing runs, on the back of a handful of emails I received, including 
one who has left a week shy of the halfway point of their trial, citing 'long losing runs'.  If you 
back all of the strategies combined, or even just a select handful, systematically - there WILL BE 
SOME HEFTY LOSING RUNS -  I have tried to hammer home that point, especially in some of the 
videos in the welcome info link in the Key above. Profit is most important and unless you go to 
the top end of the market, and find an approach that has a consistent 30%+ win sr, there will 
always be long losing runs. (there may be such approaches about) Ultimately it is about long 
term profit and enjoyment.  

• I am aware this approach is not for everyone (esp the systematic nature of the advised 
strategies), hence the extended trial. My eyes are always fixed on long term profit and I make no 
apology for that. But the advised strategies are meant to give you options, especially if you do 
not like hefty losing runs. A live example, which was emailed in from one of you... 

• From 1st October to 27th backing all advised strategies, just once, made approx +76 points. (1 
point win bets) I believe from the 27th October to 16th November, backing all just once, they 
then lost 57.52 points. From the 17th/18th/19th they 'clawed back' 12.5 or so points.   

• The total since the start of October is approx +32 points. (if backing all strategies just once) In 
around 7 weeks that is nearly an average of +5 points a week for the Jumps stats. That may not 
seem a lot but it adds up over a year. If it is sustained. Some context... 

• ALL Jumps Strategies combined are on a total of +495 points for 2017 to date. (+224 on the Flat) 
That is simply each strategy added up so includes multiple qualifiers.  

• Since September 1st, all Jumps strategies are on approx +121.75 points. My 'notes' ('tips') have 
added an extra +120 in that period... 

o S1 (+34, +36 BFSP) S2 (+65) S3 (-23.75) S3A (+16.5) S4 (+25) S5 (+5, +15 BFSP) 
• Most of the strategies operate around a 10-20% win SR. That means there will be maximum 

losing runs, per strategy, of between 31-66, from time to time. They will happen. It is painful if a 
few come at once, or if you start at the beginning of one of those runs. With any luck the profits 
in 2017 to date may give you some hope, as they do from Sept 1st. But, there are options... 

• If you do not like long losing runs that is fine. That is the point of the options and picking an 
approach that suits you.... in that scenario I would strongly recommend focusing on 1-3 advised 
strategies to back systematically. I would recommend dropping S2 .... that is a 10% win SR and 
will have, and has had, hefty losing runs. (-24 last week) 30-66 will happen, and often enough. 
And many in the 10-20 range,as will all approaches. It is a lot of qualifiers also and does not suit 
all betting mentalities. . If you just wanted to focus on 1 strategy for Jumps, I would say S1.  If 



you wanted a much more focused strategy, S4 is looking decent. S5 should continue to tick along 
but that is a 10% win SR, so will have losing runs up to 66 or so, every now and then. Those 
strategies based on ratings pointers (the red symbols) should give you more confidence that 
they will keep repeating over time.  As always everything is under review to see if any approach 
can be improved.  

• The information is there in the Key (and the various links) to absorb and do what is best for you. 
You may pick another strategy. S3 is starting to cause me some mild concern, but S3A has had a 
good start. We shall see if it is sustained. There is much profit to be mined, over time, on these 
pages, if you are willing to work out the best approach for you. And that will take time. And none 
of us will back every decent priced winner. Being happy with personal progress is the main goal.   

• My only hope is that you all find a way forward,  whereby you may approach all content in a way 
that you find enjoyable/profitable over time. If you are just going to follow some systems then 
fair enough. But take your time in finding the right systematic approach for you. I suppose I 
always like the idea of members' using any systematic approach as the foundation, and then 
applying their own subjective views to content to try and add to the profits and increase 
engagement/satisfaction. This club is more than just the advised strategies but it is right that 
ultimately, that is what success should be judged on.  

• I have said it before but the daily members' posts are the starting point for my own punting, day 
to day. If I cannot use my own content to make it pay over time then I would doubt my own 
ability to make racing work for me in the long run.  

• The purpose of these bullet points is because I don't want any of what I've said above to be a 
surprise. I don't want a losing run of 57, with an approach that has a win % between 10-20% to 
be a shock. It shouldn't be. Esp if you are following a collection of strategies. And given it's my 
job to explain such things, that rests at my door. I have touched on all of that before in the 
Welcome Info post in the key, esp 'Video 1'.  

• I'll attempt to do a short 'review' video come the end of the month. As always questions, 
constructive criticism, or general points are always welcome, and encouraged.  

 

Josh  

  

 


